
Contributions: 
→ we inject style in decoder 
→ and alter content by applying 

content transformation block to 
image 

→ classify content of the 
stylized images during training

- how to measure similarity in 
content?

→ we propose a relative style 
specific content 
distance(RSSCD)
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4 Object-Specific Content Stylization 

Approach

Results

Evaluation

Style Transfer(ST): 
- extract the very essence of a style from a single  image or a collection of 
style examples
- translate extracted style on a query image, while preserving content of the 
later.
 
Motivation:
- artists alter objects and not just their appearance  
- artistic style affects objects of different classes differently
- same content is transformed differently by different artists
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Stylization quality
Expert / non-expert deception rate = ability of the stylizations to fool the art historian 
and non-expert (higher is better).
Expert preference rate = indicates which stylization reflects target style more 
accurate.
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Content Transformer Block Contribution to 
Style Improvement

Step 1 Step 2

Content 
transformation 
block improves 
stylization for 
both seen and 
unseen object 
classes

Relative Style Specific 
Content Distance (RSSCD):
Measures content-specificity of the 
Stylization. We evaluate using VGG-
16 and VGG-19 networks. 

Motivation

- existing ST methods retain content as it
appears in the input photograph.
→ We, however, classify stylized

  images during training, thus forcing
  to retain what is present in the image 
  and not how it was depicted in the
  input image. 

- there is no method to measure quality of 
content transformation for different
styles

  → we propose Relative Style Specific
 Content Distance (RSSCD)

Two alternating training steps objectives:
First step: retain content information and stylize the input photograph 
Second step: apply the content transformation block to the encoded

photographs  to:
→ match distributions  of encoded artworks and photographs
conditioned on class
→ learn to produce convincing stylizations
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Problems and Contributions:
- existing ST approaches stylize images disregarding their semantics
 →we propose an object-specific stylization
- artists transform each object in its specific way
 →we introduce a content transformation block which alters objects

  specifically

Lower is 
better
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